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html, which is currently unavailable Please make sure that the Web address (URL) is correctly spelled and punctuated, then try
reloading the page.. Is a fabulous wiki about all things modding for your Wii Other Wii/Nintendo Communities If there is
anything else you'd like added here, just PM it to one of the Mods.

Don't complain here Piracy is NOT supported here Please limit your posts and responses to modding your Wii.. Epiphone serial
number no letters You won't receive a warning The post or comment, if seen by a mod, will simply be removed.. I was
considering buying some rock band drums off craigslist, but wanted to be sure I could even play RB on my Wii, so I just quickly
downloaded it and burned it.. So I've got a wii from when they first came out I had a wiikey (hardware mod) installed probably a
few months later.. Do it more than once and we'll remove your ability to post Again, you will receive no warning, and ignorance
is no excuse.

Piracy goes directly against the forum rules Violating a TOS does not Luckily this greatly simplifies what you as a poster needs
to remember about piracy and this forum.. This reddit is for people interested in modifying their Wii Disclaimer; The Mods nor
anyone who posts in are responsible for your Wii.
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I stupidly applied the update and now when I try to get into the settings UI, I get this error: You tried to access the address
marc:FIX/US/ENG/index01.. New to Wii Modding? Start with this link Have you botched the modding process? To answer a
common question on botched installs; NO you do not have to undo anything.. Posts and comments that imply, hint, or state out-
right, intentions of piracy and/or any other illegal activity will be removed.. It can be done to an extent, but there are some
things you will never undo If you want to un-mod your Wii because your current mod job is causing problems, find a better
tutorial, start over.. Pop the SD card back in your Wii Region: (DOP-Mii will automatically detect the region of your Wii.. Do
the research yourself and know the risks involved If you choose to follow advice from this subreddit and damage your system,
it's your fault.. Piracy is simply theft Don't talk about stealing something, whether you've done it, or are going to do it.. Fast-
forward to today I haven't used my Wii in 4+ years and totally forgot about how you aren't supposed to update the Wii OS.. To
clarifiy: Piracy!= Breaking Terms of Service Pirating intellectual property is not the same as violating a company's terms of
service.
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